


A growth factor

SUPPLY CHAIN

To compete in today’s marketplace, companies need to manage effectively all of their

activities, and particularly their supply and storage chains.

Indeed, en efficient logistics management is a growth factor for the company as it

allows both to optimize costs, by reducing inventory and thereby its working capital

need, while guaranteeing a high level of service and a real reactivity to the demands of

its customers.

The supply chain optimizing requires

reliable and accurate indicators and must

effectively manage constraints such as :

 The increasing of the number of

references,

 The shortening of the products life,

 The pressure on margins.

The Winparf Supply Chain solution has

been designed to provide you these

indicators and features to optimize your

supply chain and your stock, which will

be used as leverage for :

 The optimization of your orders,

 A better distribution of stocks,

 A reduction in your overall stocks,

 The anticipation and planning of

needs.
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The Winparf solution offers :

 2 values of ideal stock per item : the

standard ideal stock and the seasonal

ideal stock that will apply during the

specific periods of your business sector,

 Tools for calculating the ideal stock,

based on sales of the previous year, by

setting a period of coverage in

accordance with the items leadership or

by applying a preset value on set of

items.

The definition of an « ideal » stock per item is an essential feature as it determines the

minimum of units of items to hold in order to be able to sale between two delivery

dates without stock-outs while minimizing the financial burden of stocks.

 Set the delays, days of delivery,

carriage paid, invoice discount,
 Define the payment terms,

 Monitor the purchases and the sales

made..

Winparf Supply Chain allows you, for each supplier to :

The Winparf Supply Chain solution guides 

you in your inventory optimization
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 A restocking management module :

defined the inter-stores’ transfers of

items to be done, in order that the

maximum of items come closer to their

ideal stock value, allowing then a best

balance of the overall stock of the

company without new coming into

stock,

 A manual module of inter-stores

transfers allowing to cover one-shot

needs.

The storage points are a financial burden, but also a factor of flexibility for the company,

limiting the loss of sales and the cost of the stopgap commands. To ensure this flexibility,

the solution Winparf offers in standard way :

 Inventory with virtualization of the

computer-controlled stock values or

« blind »,

 Terminal with embedded inventory

application.

Several inventory module are available to users for achieving complete inventories or

cycle counting :

 The stock-out products,

 The products without stock,

 The dead stock,

 The older stock,

 The overstock items.

Winparf Supply Chain allows you to reduce our overall stocks and to evaluate stock-

outs through various analyzes which enable you to know :

And initiate actions to restore an appropriate and optimum stock.

 Sales analysis and Hit-parades,  CRM analyzes (re-purchasing,

purchases correlation…).

The statistical tools of the Winparf solution allow to analyze the performance of

items and customers purchases for a more efficient forecasting through :

Winparf Supply Chain calculate automatically calculates the optimal

replenishment orders on a needs basis to cover according to the orders frequency,

the delays and days of delivery of each supplier, based on sales forecasts, available

stocks in the company, ideal stocks informed, current orders and rules defined by the

user.
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Build together,  

the solution that best suits you

By integrating with your own in-house system or your ERP

system, Winparf Supply Chain allows you to dispose of the key features

specific to your business and included in the overall solution Winparf.

With the Winparf Hosted service, you can dispose of the

virtualized solution Winparf Supply Chain, while choosing the mode of

deployment the most suitable to your needs – on-site or in the Cloud. You

gain flexibility and can adapt quickly and easily your IT infrastructure to your

business and to your number of employees.

By combining the Winparf Supply Chain solution with the Winparf

Mobile solution, accompany your customers throughout their shopping journey

and offer them a unique and personalized service

Our teams are at your disposal to study your specific needs and

offer you the solution that meets your expectations

Software solutions for Retails in Perfumery and Cosmetics
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Winparf Asia

No. 555 Wu Ding Road

200040 Shanghai
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75009 Paris
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